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PURPOSE: The purpose of my project was to test different airfoil shapes to find out which shape can produce the most lift. My
hypothesis was that the teardrop shapes would get the most lift. I thought the thin teardrop would do best, followed by the med ium
teardrop, curved bottom teardrop, shallow curved bottom teardrop, and the thick teardrop. I expected the box shape to get the l east
lift.
EXPERIMENTAL METHOD: I built a wind tunnel out of wood and plexiglass. Originally, I was going to measure the lift of
several balsa wood airfoil shapes by suspending them on string tracks in the tunnel and blowing on them with a hair dryer. The
balsa wood was too heavy, so I switched to airfoils made of paper, straws, and tape, and I used a reversible vacuum cleaner to blow
more air. 

To measure the amount of lift, I used a hanging postage scale. To adapt the scale so that an airfoil could pull up on it, I used a
pulley. I built a base structure out of K’Nex for the wind tunnel to sit on, and I mounted the scale and pulley inside this base. I
drilled a hole in the bottom of the wind tunnel so I could attach a piece of string from the bottom of an airfoil, down around the
pulley, and up to the scale. I measured the lift of 9 different airfoil shapes with this apparatus.
RESULTS: These were the results, from most lift to least lift:
1. Curved-bottom tear shape; 2. Semi curved-bottom tear shape; 4. Short tear shape; 5. Tear shape; 6. Kite shape; 7. Tall tear shape;
8. Airplane fuselage shape; 9. Box shape.
CONCLUSION: My hypothesis was partially correct. Although the two best airfoils were both teardrop shapes, the rest of the
teardrops didn’t do as well. Both of the two best shapes had indented undersides. The third best shape was a triangular wedge, with
the narrow side facing forward. I don’t know why this airfoil did so well.
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